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Conformal regressors

Conformal regressors turn point predictions, output by any
underlying regression model, into prediction intervals

E.g., the point prediction ŷ = 23.5 may become Ŷ = [21.0, 25.0]

Given a confidence level 1− ϵ, the conformal prediction framework
guarantees, with no stronger assumptions than the standard IID,
that the probability of making an error, i.e., the correct target
value is not included in the prediction interval, is not larger than ϵ.
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Conformal predictive systems

Conformal predictive systems for regression output conformal
predictive distributions (cumulative distribution functions):
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Software packages for conformal regressors and
predictive systems

Software package Lang Ind Trans Agg OOB Mond CPS

nonconformist Python ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

Orange3-Conformal Python ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

MAPIE Python ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

conformalInference R ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

crepes Python ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓
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crepes (conformal regressors and predictive
systems)

▶ For documentation, examples, etc., visit:
https://github.com/henrikbostrom/crepes

▶ Installation:
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How to generate prediction intervals/conformal
predictive distributions with crepes

Input:

- residuals for a calibration set

- point predictions for a test set

- difficulty estimates for the calibration and test set (optional)

- Mondrian categories for the calibration and test set (optional)

Output:

- a prediction interval/conformal predictive distribution for each
test object, based on its point prediction, difficulty estimate
and Mondrian category
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Importing classes and functions
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Some useful additional packages and functions
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Import a dataset
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Divide the data, train a model and get residuals
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Standard conformal regressors
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Excluding impossible values
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Normalized conformal regressors using kNN
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Normalized conformal regressors using variance
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Mondrian conformal regressors
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Out-of-bag (OOB) residuals
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Standard conformal regressors using OOB
residuals
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Normalized conformal regressors using kNN and
OOB residuals
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Normalized conformal regressors using variance
and OOB residuals
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Mondrian conformal regressors using OOB
residuals
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Coverage and interval sizes
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Distribution of interval sizes
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Evaluating a conformal regressor
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Evaluation
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Standard and normalized conformal predictive
systems
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Mondrian conformal predictive systems
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Mondrian conformal predictive systems using OOB
residuals
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Obtaining p-values
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Distribution of p-values
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Obtaining threshold values
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Obtaining p-values and thresholds
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Obtaining conformal predictive distributions
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Conformal predictive distribution
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Evaluating conformal predictive systems
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Evaluation
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Concluding remarks

▶ The Python package crepes has been presented, which
allows for generating, applying and evaluating conformal
regressors and predictive systems

▶ The computational cost can be kept very low thanks to the
use of the NumPy library; the only significant cost involves
evaluations with respect to continuous ranked probability
score (CRPS)

▶ Residuals, difficulty estimates and Mondrian categories are
assumed to be calculated separately from the package; some
standard options have been included in crepes.fillings

▶ For more information, consult
https://github.com/henrikbostrom/crepes

Contributions/suggestions are most welcome!
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